REMOTE SENSING OF ANTARCTIC SEA ICE WITH COORDINATED AIRCRAFT AND SATELLITE DATA ACQUISITIONS
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ABSTRACT

Remote sensing of Antarctic sea ice is required to characterize properties of the vast sea ice cover to understand its long-term increase in contrast to the decrease of Arctic sea ice. For this objective, the OIB/TanDEM-X Coordinated Science Campaign (OTASC) was successfully conducted in 2017 to obtain contemporaneous and collocated remote sensing data from NASA’s Operation IceBridge (OIB) and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) TanDEM-X Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) system at X band together with Sentinel-1 and RADARSAT-2 SARs at C band in conjunction with WorldView satellite spectral sensors, surface measurements, and field observations. The Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea were two primary regions while SAR data were also collected over six other regions in the Southern Ocean. Satellite SAR data included both polarimetric and interferometric capabilities to infer snow and sea ice information in three dimensions (3D), while OIB/P-3 aircraft data include snow radar together with altimeter data for snow and sea ice observations in 3D over the Weddell Sea. Across the Ross Sea, IcePOD and AntNZ/York-University flights were carried out together with satellite SAR data acquisitions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The polar sea ice conundrum regarding the contrast between Antarctic sea ice increase versus Arctic sea decrease in a multi-decadal time scale is a major cryospheric science issue to be resolved. This is considered by scientists as the polar sea ice paradox [1-4]. While a number of explanations have been suggested [5-12], it remains necessary to answer simultaneously and self-consistently to all of these science questions about Antarctic sea ice including: Effective processes for Antarctic sea ice production, factors protecting the sea ice cover, mechanisms sustaining sea ice, processes causing regional variability, and causes of opposite effects in Antarctic and Arctic sea ice while both have to obey the same physics without any discord among different factors [13]. To provide quantitative observations of Antarctic sea ice in order to answer the science questions, we developed and successfully carried out OTASC with the participation of multiple agencies and institutions.

2. OTASC FIELD CAMPAIGN

The OTASC field campaign was developed to conduct multiple field surveys to obtain contemporaneous and collocated NASA’s Operation IceBridge (OIB) and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) TanDEM-X data [13] in conjunction with surface measurements using buoys,
stations, and field observations from Antarctic icebreaker expeditions and drone operations. OIB Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) data can be used to calibrate Digital Mapping System (DMS) digital elevation model (DEM), and compared to correctly interpret TanDEM-X synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data in two (2D) and three dimensions (3D). While OIB can provide accurate and high-resolution measurements, the aircraft data are limited to a finite number of flight lines with point-wise or narrow-strip measurements. Once verified with OIB results, TanDEM-X can provide multiple measurements of sea ice properties across the vast expanse of Antarctic sea ice around its maximum extent. This may take more than a month to complete such a massive data acquisition. DLR approved and tasked the satellite to acquire TanDEM-X SAR data, and NASA flew a P-3 aircraft to obtain a full suite of OIB data over sea ice as included in the Fall 2017 IceBridge P-3 flight plans [14].

Moreover, in collaboration with the University of Texas at San Antonio led project Polynyas and Ice Production in the Ross Sea (PIPERS) supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF), additional field campaign was coordinated with OTASC to fly the IcePOD aircraft carrying a suite of instrument similar to OIB. In addition, a Basler aircraft carrying an EM Bird instrument was used to measure ice thickness [15]. Ocean and ice buoys were deployed and surface expeditions for field observations were launched together with assistance from the U.S. National Ice Center for operational forecast and imagery products to support OTASC. In coordination with the Polar Geospatial Center of the University of Minnesota, WorldView data collections were tasked and obtained along OTASC aircraft and satellite ground tracks in the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea. OTASC involved the participation and collaboration by 17 institutions and agencies from five countries.

3. SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING DATA

The X-band TanDEM-X SAR system included monostatic, bistatic, polarimetric, and single-pass interferometric capabilities for robust ice and open water identification, sea ice classification, ice drift measurement, and 3D DEM assessment at a high resolution. Because radar backscatter is sensitive to sea ice roughness that correlates with sea ice thickness [16], TanDEM-X 2D SAR backscatter patterns are an independent source of information to cross-verify 3D DEM results from other remote sensing estimates. SAR backscatter can be used to examine the spatial distribution of roughness and thickness of Antarctic sea ice in the lateral two dimensions (2D). Since DEMs derived from SAR interferometry are relative to scattering center height, which is dependent on the penetration depth in snow-covered sea ice as a function of the electromagnetic wave frequency, a DEM of the snow surface from coordinated OIB 3D data is necessary to understand and interpret TanDEM-X 3D
observations over different sea ice classes that can be mapped in 2D by TanDEM-X data. Sentinel-1 and RADARSAT-2 provided more SAR data at C band to be analyzed together with the X-band data. From WorldView, the spectral data had an excellent resolution of 1 meter.

3. AIRCRAFT REMOTE SENSING DATA

Measurements from the OIB can provide relevant data to characterize Antarctic sea ice with snow cover. The OIB is a NASA mission using aircraft to survey the Earth’s polar ice to obtain three-dimensional view of Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets, ice shelves, and sea ice [17]. ATM measurements include surface elevation, slope, and roughness [18] with a swath width of ~250 m and a footprint size of 1 m on the surface along the flight track. DMS data could be processed to obtain geolocated and orthorectified images representing DEM with a relative accuracy of ~0.2 m and a resolution of 10 cm × 10 cm [19] over a swath width of several hundred meters depending on the flight altitude. Within the DMS DEM accuracy limit, areas with pronounced features on sea ice surface such as deformed sea ice, ruble ice, pressure ridges, and other large-scale roughness can be identified and statistically categorized over various sea ice classes. OIB snow radar provided the capability to measure snow depth on sea ice, needed to estimate sea ice thickness from freeboard measurements. IcePOD aircraft flown over the Ross Sea gave the suite of remote sensing data similar to OIB data.

4. OTASC COVERAGE

To quantify the properties of Antarctic sea ice in detail and to determine its change demand extensive observations from the surface to aircraft and satellite levels at multiple scales in time and in space across the vast extent of the Southern Ocean. This is particularly important to advance Antarctic science research, as there have been overwhelmingly more observations and modeling activities for the Arctic. Our approach is to maximize the science return from NASA’s significant investment in the current OIB by developing a collaborative coordination with the collection of a massive satellite SAR dataset from TanDEM-X acquired over the Antarctic sea ice cover around its seasonal maximum extent, typically reached in September-October during the austral spring transition.

To capture differences in sea ice characteristics and processes in different regions of the Southern Ocean, OTASC covered eight sectors (Figure 1) including Sector A for Weddell Sea, Sector B for Lazarev Sea including Bouvet Island, Sector C for Cosmonaut Sea, Sector D for the region of Kerguelen Plateau, Sector E for D’Urville Sea, Sector F for Ross Sea, Sector G for Amundsen Sea, and Sector H for Bellingshausen Sea.

The OIB/P-3 aircraft flight for OTASC on 29 October 2017 (Figure 2) followed the southern leg of the baseline priority Seelye Loop mission (though about 300 km south of the nominal line), a mission flown almost every year of OIB. It targeted gradients in sea ice freeboard and thickness.
along the gate from the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula toward Cape Norvegia on Queen Maud Land coast. All instruments ran well during the flight across the Weddell Sea. Both ATM and DMS were impacted by clouds and altitude changes but otherwise performed well during the clear sections.

Another OIB/P-3 flight on 22 November 2017 was conducted to improve spatial coverage of sea ice conditions in the west-central Weddell Sea, and also to gain additional nearly synchronous data collection in coordination with TanDEM-X SAR acquisition. The western half of the Weddell Sea was almost entirely clear, with only a few cirrus clouds extending into the area from a storm system to the east. Excellent conditions were experienced throughout the flight, with just a few dozen miles of wispy fog near the south end that had little effect on the instruments. Science instrument mostly performed well with successful data collection over the entire line was nearly 100%. Each of the OIB/P-3 flights over the Weddell Sea was very extensive and spanned a distance of ~1000 km. Initial TanDEM-X SAR data revealed high backscatter over the frontal ice zone in the Weddell Sea, corresponding to older, rougher, and thicker ice, while lower backscatter was observed in internal sea ice pack associated with younger, smoother, and thinner ice. OIB data are being processed to be used with SAR data to assess sea ice thickness. Multiple PIPERS/IcePOD flights over the Ross Sea were also successful in coordination with TanDEM-X data acquisition and surface fieldwork.
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